
Listen well  -  Design accordingly  -  Execute flawlessly 

VAST Solutions acknowledges that the way that businesses operate is evolving to a more mobile way of working. 

The “Workspace of the Future” has three key elements—being mobile, always being connected and being secure. 

Users are no longer tied to a physical desk, or even an office; their laptop now hosts all that is required to be 

connected, including the desk phone. This is allowing users to be mobile no matter the location.  

Location independent networking is the new way of working and VAST Solutions is here to assist on that journey. 

info@vastsolutions.com.au  -  1300 VAST (8278) 00  -  www.vastsolutions.com.au 

WIRELESS HEALTH CHECK 

Do you know what your RF environment looks like? Are your wireless end users experiencing a 

less than ideal end user experience from either a lack of wireless coverage or because of RF 

interference? VAST Solutions will perform a full RF Survey that will help you to visualize your 

infrastructure RF coverage and help identify any potential RF interference (wireless or non-

wireless). 

Has your IT solution evolved? Have new applications been introduced recently? Has your 

organisation introduced new company laptops or smart devices? Has your organisation 

introduced a collaborative workspace? Often the wireless LAN infrastructure is the last to evolve 

with the IT department. VAST Solutions will perform a thorough Wireless LAN Configuration 

Audit to help identify any potential configuration gaps, or workflow enhancements to ensure the 

solution is inline with both vendor and industry best practices but most importantly — to be 

inline with YOUR business requirements. 

Do you know all of the access points operating within your environment? Do you know if any 

unauthorised access points are connected to your LAN infrastructure? Are you utilising the most 

optimal security framework that’s inline with your business requirements? A VAST Solutions 

Wireless LAN Security Audit will evaluate your wireless LAN security framework, both 

physically and logically, to ensure your wireless LAN solution is as secure as possible. 

After the extensive and in-depth VAST Solutions Wireless Health Check has been completed, the 

deliverable will be an all encompassing report. The report will contain key information such as 

your business requirements which is the corner stone for the Health Check, all findings from the 

various tasks and finally, all recommendations to uplift your wireless LAN solution to be inline 

with vendor and industry best practices and most importantly—YOUR business goals. 


